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Abstract

The roles of interfaces in either blocking or enhancing ionic conduction in various types of solid electrolytes, including lithium, sodium,
oxygen and other types of ion conductors as well as proton conductors, are critically reviewed. Two important fundamental interfacial phe-
nomena, namely the formation of space charges and two-dimensional interfacial phases (complexions), can markedly alter ion transport along or
across various types of interfaces, including grain and phase boundaries as well as free surfaces. Since the experiments and models of space
charges have been well documented in literature, a new focus of this short review and viewpoint article is to propose and discuss an emerging
opportunity of utilizing the formation and transition of interfacial phases to either alleviate the blocking effects or further enhance ionic
conduction in solid electrolytes.
© 2015 The Author. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of The Chinese Ceramic Society. This is an open access article under the
CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Solid electrolytes (ionic conductors) have important applica-
tions in batteries, fuel cells, sensors and other types of devices.
Interfacial engineering should be an essential component for
designing novel solid electrolytes because interfaces can often
control the final performance. Specifically, the ionic conductiv-
ities of many solid electrolytes are often limited by the high grain
boundary (GB) resistivity, which can be several orders of
magnitude greater than the corresponding bulk resistivity [1e15].
In some other instances, interfaces may provide fast ionic con-
duction pathways [16e34]. In addition, electrode-electrolyte
interfaces can often control the performance of batteries [35e37].

In this short review and viewpoint article, two important and
relevant fundamental interfacial phenomena, namely the for-
mation of space charges and two-dimensional (2-D) interfacial
phases (also called complexions), are discussed. Subsequently,
the roles of interfaces in either enhancing or blocking ionic
conduction are briefly reviewed and discussed. Since interfaces
in solid electrolytes, particularly the effects of space charges on

ionic conduction, have been extensively discussed and reviewed
previously [38e50], a specific new focus of this article is to
explore the previously-recognized roles of 2-D interfacial
phases (complexions) in influencing ionic conduction with a
goal of intentionally using them to engineer solid electrolytes
via either alleviating the detrimental blocking effects or utiliz-
ing the beneficial conductivity enhancements.

2. Relevant fundamental interfacial phenomena

2.1. Space charges

An important character of interfaces (including both phase
and grain boundaries, as well as free surfaces) in solid elec-
trolytes are represented by the formation of space charges, the
origin of which is similar to that of electrical double layers at
interfaces between metal electrodes and aqueous electrolytes;
similar phenomena have also been discussed and modeled in
colloidal theories (in the famous Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-
Overbeek or DLVO model) and semiconductor physics (for
modeling Schottky barriers and p-n junctions).

The formation of a space-charge region is caused by the
accumulation of net charges at the interfacial core (typically
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being assumed to be the first 1e2 atomic layers, a width that
is usually smaller than that of the space-charge zone; Fig. 1),
which form, e.g., as a result of the different adsorption (a.k.a.
segregation) enthalpies of the positively and negatively
charged defects at the interfacial core. The charges in the
interfacial cores (jxj < d) are generally assumed to be adsor-
bed or “bonded” at the interface, which may often have
different states, or even different effective charges, as
compared with their counterparts inside the bulk. In many
cases, these charges at the interfacial cores (e.g., intrinsic
oxygen vacancies at the GB cores in acceptor-doped ZrO2 and
CeO2 [15]) are assumed be immobile, even if their counter-
parts in the bulk and the space-charge zones are mobile car-
riers (whereas, at least in principle, such charges may also be
mobile along the interfaces to provide fast ion conduction in
some specific cases).

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates two cases where the net
charge accumulations per unit area at the interfacial cores
(Q0 ¼ Qþ

0 e Q�
0 ) are positive (as examples; noting that the net

Q0 can also be negative); consequently, in the adjacent space
charge zone(s), the positively-charged defects are depleted
whereas the negatively-charged defects are enriched due to
electrostatic interactions. This leads to the formation of a
spatially-varying electrostatic potential profile V(x), where x is
the spatial variable perpendicular to the interface. For
example, in acceptor-doped ZrO2 and CeO2, the positive Q0 is
assumed to be resulted from the intrinsic oxygen vacancies at
the GB cores [15], which leads to a depletion of oxygen va-
cancies in the space-charge zones, along with a possible
enrichment of acceptors (for the high-temperature cases,
where/if the acceptors are sufficiently mobile to redistribute)
[15] however, the space charge zones may be (negligibly)
narrow for the high-temperature cases of ZrO2 and CeO2 with

high defect concentrations (as the effective Debye length,
which is discussed subsequently, can be less than to the lattice
constant), though the space charge zones can be wider at low
temperatures when the acceptors are frozen (see Fig. 2 and
elaboration in section 3.1).

In equilibrium, the concentration profile of a (mobile)
charged (defect) specie i obeys the Boltzmann equation:

ciðxÞ
cið∞Þ ¼ exp

�
� zie½VðxÞ �Vð∞Þ�

kBT

�
; ð1Þ

where ci(x) is the defect concentration (number of defects per
unit volume), z is the number of the charges per defect, e is the
elementary charge, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
absolute temperature in Kelvin. The electrostatic potential
profile is determined from the Poisson equation:

d2VðxÞ
dx2

¼�qðxÞ
εrε0

¼� 1

εrε0

X
i

ziciðxÞ; ð2Þ

where q(x) is the local charge density, ε0 is permittivity of free
space and εr is the relative dielectric constant. Eq. (1) and Eq.
(2) can be combined to obtain the Poisson-Boltzmann equa-
tion, as follows:

d2DVðxÞ
dx2

¼� 1

εrε0

X
i

�
zicið∞Þexp

�
� zieDVðxÞ

kBT

��
; ð3Þ

for the range of jxj > d, where:

DVðxÞ≡VðxÞ �Vð∞Þ: ð4Þ
The detailed derivation and discussion of Eqs. (1)e(3) can

be found in literature, e.g., in Refs. [15,42]. Solving Eq. (3)
requires two boundary conditions as well as knowing the

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the formation of space charges at (a) a free surface (or an interface with an inert phase, with negligible space charges on the other

side) and (b) a symmetrical grain boundary (GB). In both cases, it is assumed that the interfacial cores are positively charged and there are (only) two oppositely-

charged defects, both of which are sufficiently mobile to redistribute in the space-charge zone to obey the Poisson-Boltzmann equation.
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bulk concentrations of all charged defects (ci(∞)). Far away
from the interface, the following boundary condition is held:

dDVðxÞ
dx

����
x/∞

¼ 0: ð5Þ

Thus, one needs to know either the interfacial potential
(Schottky) barrier height (DV(d) ≡ V(d) e V(þ∞)) or (alter-
natively) the total net charge accumulation at the interfacial
core to solve the Poisson-Boltzmann equation.

The Gouy-Chapman analysis is applicable when the
charged species in the space charge zone (for jxj > d) are
sufficiently mobile to re-distribute. In such a case, the width of
space charge zone is scaled by (and approximately on the
order of) the Debye length:

LD ¼ k�1
D ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
εrε0kBT

e2
P
i

z2i cið∞Þ

vuut : ð6Þ

For cases where there are only two oppositely-charged
defects, Fig. 1(a) illustrates the space-charge (defect concen-
trations) and electrostatic potential (DV(x)) profiles near a free
surface (or an interface with an inert phase, in which the space
charges can be neglected), while Fig. 1(b) illustrates a case for
a symmetrical GB.

For systems like acceptor-doped ZrO2 and CeO2, the
calculated Debye length (LD) can be as smaller as ~0.1 nm
[15] because of the high concentrations of charged defects.
This implies that the width of space-charge zone is negligibly
narrow at high temperatures (>1000 �C) where acceptors are
sufficiently mobile to redistribute (see section 3.1 for further

discussion). However, at low temperatures (<1000 �C for
many acceptor-doped ZrO2 and CeO2), the Mott-Schottky
approximation (Fig. 2) might be correct and the space
charge zones could be significantly wider (typically on the
order of 1 nm for Y2O3-doped ZrO2 and CeO2 at 500 �C
[15]) to have a significant impact on GB resistivity. For
example, in Y2O3-stabilized ZrO2 (YSZ), the acceptor (Y0

Zr)
concentration was assumed to be a constant (up to the GB
core) and the electrostatic potential in the space charge zone
is dictated only by the depletion of oxygen vacancies (V��

O ),
as shown in Fig. 2; adopting the Mott-Schottky approxima-
tion (Fig. 2), the width of the space-charge zone can be
estimated as [15]:

l* ¼ 2LD

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eDVðdÞ
kBT

s
ð7Þ

for YSZ, which can be substantially greater than the Debye
length (LD); similar expressions can be derived for various
other solid electrolytes. Fig. 2 essentially represents the for-
mation of a double Schottky barrier at the GB core. It should
be emphasized that this low-temperature (<1000 �C) case, as
shown in Fig. 2, is of practical relevance and direct importance
for understanding the resistive GBs in acceptor-doped ZrO2

and CeO2 (see further discussion in section 3.1). Detailed and
in-depth discussion of the space-charge models, various
approximations and solutions for specific cases can be found
in several review and research articles [15,38e41] and are not
repeated here to avoid redundancy.

2.2. Two-dimensional interfacial phases or complexions

Yet another important interfacial phenomenon that can
drastically impact on the ionic conductivity is represented by
the formation and transition of 2-D interfacial phases.
Specifically, researchers have long recognized the widespread
existence of a unique class of impurity-based, nanometer-
thick, intergranular films (IGFs) in various oxide and non-
oxide ceramic materials, including many solid electrolytes
(see a critical review [51] and references therein). Clarke
originally proposed that these IGFs adopt an equilibrium
thickness on the order of 1 nm in response to a balance among
several attractive and repulsive interfacial forces [52e54].
Thermodynamically, these nanoscale IGFs can be alternatively
considered as a class of multilayer adsorbates or one special
type of 2-D interfacial phases, which can exhibit atomic
structures and composition that are neither observed nor
necessarily stable as bulk phases.

Fig. 3(a) shows a high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) image of a nanometer-thick IGF
formed in LiFePO4; a series of recent studies suggested that
the formation of such lithium phosphate-based IGFs, along
with surface amorphous films (SAFs) of similar character (as
the free-surface counterparts to equilibrium IGFs) [55e63]
(Fig. 3(a)), may enhance the rate capabilities of battery cath-
odes [35,36,55,56,64], which will be discussed further
in section 5.

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the space-charge model for YSZ at low

temperatures (<~1000 �C), where the acceptors are assumed to be constant

(immobile) and the Mott-Schottky approximation is presumably held [15].

This low-temperature case is of direct importance for understanding the high

GB resistivity.
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In a broader context, materials scientists have long recog-
nized that GBs, as well as other types of interfaces, can be
considered as “2-D interfacial phases” that may undergo phase-
like transitions [52,53,65e85]. Tang, Carter and Cannon
[71,72] named such 2-D interfacial phases as “complexions”
based on an argument that they are not rigorously “phases”
according to the Gibbs definition. Recently, a series of discrete
2-D interfacial phases have been observed in doped Al2O3 by
Dillon and Harmer [86e89] and subsequently in various other
materials [82,90e95]; this series of DilloneHarmer complex-
ions can be considered as derivatives of IGFs with discrete
nominal thicknesses of 0, 1, 2, 3, x and þ∞ monolayers,
respectively (Fig. 3(b)) [80,81,90,96]. The occurrences of first-
order GB transitions were also evident [91,97]. These findings
of interfacial phase-like behaviors provide new insights to
decipher several outstanding mysteries in materials science,
including solid-state activated sintering [80,83,93,98e101],
abnormal grain growth [86e88,102] and liquid metal embrit-
tlement [82,92]. Moreover, interfacial engineering via utilizing
such 2-D interfacial phases (complexions) to achieve superior
properties that may not be attainable by bulk phase represents a
potentially-transformative research direction [74,90]. Interested
readers are referred to several recent review articles
[74,88e90,96] for in-depth discussion of this subject.

Specific to solid electrolytes, the formation and transition
of 2-D interfacial phases (complexions), such as those shown

in Fig. 3, can markedly change: 1) the space charges in the
abutting crystals by changing the net charge accumulation at
the interfacial core (Q0 in Fig. 1) and 2) the ion mobility along
the interface by inducing interfacial structural or chemical
disorder. Both can have significant (positive or negative)
impacts on the ionic conduction, which have not been fully
recognized and explored in prior studies.

3. Grain boundary blocking effects

It is well known that GBs are often “blocking” in many
solid electrolytes, such as ZrO2 and CeO2 based oxygen ion
conductors [12e15], BaZrO3 and BaZr1�xYxO3�d based pro-
ton conductors [1e3] and Li3xLa2/3�xTiO3 based lithium ion
conductors [4e6]. The low GB conductivities were attributed
to the space charges that deplete the carrier concentrations
(Fig. 2) [7e9] and the formation of various types of resistive
interfacial phases (Fig. 4(b) and 5) [15,103,104].

3.1. Acceptor-doped ZrO2 and CeO2

Using acceptor-doped ZrO2 and CeO2 as examples, Fig. 4
schematically illustrates the GB configurations, as well as
possible formation of impurity (silicate)-based IGFs and
associated GB transitions in these systems. In the “intrinsic”
case, GBs are atomically sharp in HRTEM images; yet, these
GBs are positively charged (Fig. 4(a)), which is presumably
due to the accumulation of intrinsic oxygen vacancies (Fig. 2)
[12e15]. At low temperatures where the Mott-Schottky
approximation is assumed, the positively-charged GB cores
are offset by negative space charge zones of width of l* (Eq.
(7)), where the (mobile) oxygen vacancies in the space-charge
zones are severely depleted (Fig. 2), leading to high GB
resistivity (which can be approximately 100 times higher than
the bulk resistivity at the same temperature [12e15]). At high
temperatures (>~1000 �C), the acceptors are sufficiently
mobile and the width of the space charge zones is reduced to
approximately the Debye length, which is on the order of
0.1 nm because of the heavy doping; consequently, this GB
blocking effect may disappear [15].

Practically, siliceous impurities are often present (due to
unintentional contaminations), and the formation of
nanometer-thick, glass-like, impurity (mostly silicate)-based
IGFs (or derivative complexions), which are presumably
resistive (insulating to oxygen vacancies), can further increase
the GB resistivity substantially (Fig. 4(b)) [10,11,103]. In such
cases, two strategies can be employed to alleviate the detri-
mental effects of siliceous (silicate-based) IGFs (Fig. 4) [103].
First, post-sintering annealing can be used to “dewet” such
IGFs at a temperature lower than the typical sintering tem-
perature (e.g., dewetting IGFs at ~1300 �C for YSZ vs. the
typical sintering temperatures of 1500e1600 �C where such
IGFs form) [103]. This represents a case of using temperature-
induced GB phase-like (complexion) transition (from the
nanoscale IGFs that formed at high temperatures to the
“clean” GBs that are stable at low temperatures) to improve
interfacial ionic conductivity. Second, various scavengers,

Fig. 3. (a) HRTEM image of a Li4P2O7-based, nanometer-thick IGF and an

analogous surface phase (SAFs) observed in LiFePO4, which may provide a

fast Liþ conduction pathway [35,56,64]. (b) Schematic of a series of 2-D

interfacial phases (DilloneHarmer complexions), which may be interpreted

as derivatives of IGFs with discrete (nominal) thicknesses of 0, 1, 2, 3, x and

þ∞ monolayers, respectively. These interfacial phases (complexions) are

thermodynamically 2-D (a.k.a. the thorough-thickness compositional and

structural profiles are thermodynamically-determined so there is no degree of

freedom in this perpendicular direction); their formation and transition can

drastically change both the space-charge profile (via changing Q0) and ionic

mobility along the interfaces (via inducing interfacial disordering). Panel (a) is

adapted from Ref. [56] and panel (b) is reprinted from Ref. [90] with

permission.
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which form either precipitated secondary phases (e.g., Al2O3

in YSZ and MgO in Gd2O3-doped CeO2 (GDC)) or solid
solutions with the electrolytes (e.g., MgO in YSZ and CaO in
GDC), can be used to scavenge siliceous IGFs [103]; this
represents a case where the chemical potential (m) of SiO2 is
reduced to destabilize a detrimental interfacial complexion
(siliceous IGFs in the current case). The experimental obser-
vations of the formation of resistive IGFs and remediating
strategies were discussed in details in a recent review article
[103]; here, the same observations are re-analyzed in the
framework of GB complexion formation and transition.

3.2. Li3xLa2/3�xTiO3

Li3xLa2/3exTiO3 (LLTO) represents another classic case,
where GBs are resistive. Recently, Ma et al. [104] used high-
angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron
microscopy (HAADF STEM), in conjunction with electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), to investigate the GB
structure and chemistry in LLTO. They found significant
depletion of both La and Li at LLTO GBs, as well as partial
reduction of Ti4þ to Ti3þ and deformation of TieO poly-
hedral; thus, the GBs in LLTO are essentially TiO2�x-like; the

affected GB region are approximately 2e3 unit cell in thick-
ness (a.k.a. on the order of 1 nm). Here, I propose that the
thermodynamic stability of TiO2�x-like GB structures can be
interpreted as a case of GB prewetting (noting that a similar
case of solid-state GB prewetting can be found in Ref. [77];
the prewetting theory was originally proposed in the Cahn
critical-point-wetting model [68] and discussed in several
review articles [51,59,74,90]), which may be thermodynami-
cally driven by the lower GB energy of the TiO2-x-like phase
(as shown in Fig. 5):

gLLTO
GB >g

TiO2�x
GB : ð8Þ

A more rigorous model for the formation of such a
(presumably resistive) TiO2�x-like GB complexion can be
developed by adapting and revising the existing diffuse-
interface models [71,105e107], which warrants a future
study. Presumably, this TiO2�x-like GB complexion is the root
cause of low GB conductivity in LLTO.

Ma et al.'s study of LLTO [104] pointed out the possible
existence of GB complexions (a.k.a. specific GB structure,
chemistry and thermodynamic states) that are essentially
invisible in conventional HRTEM (unlike the nanoscale glass-
like IGFs that can be clearly detected by phase-contrast

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the GB configurations in acceptor-doped ZrO2 and CeO2. (a) In the “intrinsic” case, GBs are atomically sharp and positively

charged. Space-charge zones with severe depletion of oxygen vacancies can form at low temperatures where the Mott-Schottky approximation is assumed (Fig. 2),

leading to high GB resistivity; this GB blocking effect may disappear at T > ~1000 �C [15]. (b) Practically, the presence of nanometer-thick, siliceous IGFs can

further increase the GB resistivity (substantially) because such glass-like IGFs are considered highly insulating to oxygen vacancies/ions. Two remediating

strategies, namely (1) post-sintering annealing at a relatively low T (~1300 �C) to “dewet” and (2) reducing the m of SiO2 to scavenge theses siliceous IGFs, can be

employed [103]; both are examples of using GB transitions (via changing the complexion stability by changing the thermodynamic potential T or m) to alleviate the

detrimental effects.

Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of a possible thermodynamic origin of the resistive TiO2�x-like GB complexion in LLTO observed by Ma et al. [104], which may be

interpreted as a case of GB prewetting.
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HRTEM), which were therefore unrecognized in prior studies.
In this regard, Ma et al.'s study [104] is important to suggest
that more studies have to be conducted to reveal the atomic-
level GB structure and chemistry (GB complexions), which
can often be markedly different from the bulk materials, as
well as their detrimental or beneficial roles in influencing
interfacial ionic conduction. LLTO is perhaps only one of the
many unrecognized cases.

4. Interface-enhanced ionic conduction in multilayers and
composites

Extensive studies have been conducted to utilize interfaces
to enhance ionic conduction in multilayers and composite
electrolytes. Two possible underlying mechanisms, namely
increased carrier concentrations in the space-charge zones
(mostly for electrolytes where the ionic mobilities are high but
the carrier concentrations are low) and improved ionic mo-
bilities (particularly important and essential for systems like
YSZ and GDC, where the carrier concentrations are already
high and the Debye lengths are small). This area of research
has been discussed in details in several research and review
articles [16,38e40,42e50,108e110]; thus, I only briefly
outline some key results and ideas in the subsequent text.

4.1. Space-charge effects on increasing carrier
concentrations

Space charges have been used to enhance ionic conduc-
tivities in composite electrolytes and multilayers, following
the pioneering study of LiIeAl2O3 in 1970s [111,112]. Later,
similar effects have been reported for various composite or
multilayer ionic conductors (AgCl/Al2O3 or SiO2 [16], LiI/
Al2O3 [17], CuCl/Al2O3 [18] and KCl/Al2O3 [19]), mixed
conductors (AgI/AgBr [20], CaF2/BaF2 [21] and LiI/Li3PO4

[22]) and glass-ceramic electrolytes (Li1þxTi2�xAlx(PO4)3
[113] and LiAlSiO4 [114]). Interface-enhanced ionic conduc-
tion has also been reported for various composite sodium
electrolytes (Na2SO4/Al2O3 [115], Na2SO4/PbTiO3 [116],
Na2SO4/MgO, Al2O3 or SiO2 [117], Na4Zr2Si3O12/
SbF5eSiO2/Al2O3 [118] and Na4Zr2Si3O12/SO

2�
4 -ZrO2 [119]).

In one instance, the conductivity of Na4Zr2Si3O12 was
improved by two orders of magnitude by adding SO2�

4 /ZrO2

solid superacids [119]. In composites, whether the interfaces
have percolation paths is an important factor in determining
the overall conductivity; relevant theories have been developed
for random composites [120,121].

Maier and co-workersmadegreat advancements indeveloping
and validating (via well-designed and systematic experiments)
quantitative space-charge models to explain the interface-
enhanced ionic conductivity [16,42e45,47e50,108e110] and
further proposed a provocative concept of “nanoionics” to
represent methods of using interfaces to engineer ion conduction
and storage [43]. In most cases, it was believed that interface-
enhanced ionic conductivity is caused by an increase of the
carrier concentration in the space-charge region. In particular, an
elegantmodel experiment of (CaF2/BaF2)nmultilayers supported

this theory [122]; subsequent careful experiments of LiF/TiO2

and LiF/Al2O3 systems also confirmed the space-charge model
[123,124]; but a recent study of LiF/SiO2 attributed the enhanced
ionic conductivity to the fast diffusion in the glassy matrix near
the crystalline grains [125] (which is beyond the prediction of the
space-charge model and will be discussed further in section 5).
Similarly, the enhanced sodium ionic conductivity in Na4Zr2-
Si3O12/SbF5eSiO2/Al2O3 cannot be fully explainedby the space-
charge formation [118].

4.2. Possible enhancements of ionic mobility

Interface-enhanced ionic conductivity may also stem from
an increase of ion mobility; this was proposed for YSZ and
other oxide thin films [27e34]. In YSZ, GDC and other
similar oxygen ion conductors, the bulk carrier concentrations
are already high so that substantial increases in the carrier
concentrations by space-charge effects is unlikely (unless the
accumulated intrinsic oxygen vacancies at the interfacial cores
[15], as schematically shown in Fig. 1, are mobile, which is an
effect that has not considered or investigated systematically);
thus, any significant conductivity enhancement is likely due to
a mobility effect (or proton/electron conduction as artifacts)
[27,28,38,39]. In fact, many researchers investigated the
interface effects on ionic conductivity in ZrO2/YSZ based
materials and other similar oxides, and the results and expla-
nations are somewhat controversial; see two review articles
[38,39] and references therein. Moreover, interface-enhanced
ionic conductivity has also been observed in multilayers of
Gd-doped (CeO2eZrO2)n [23e25], (ZrO2/YSZ-R2O3)n
(R ¼ Y, Lu, Sc and Al) [126e132] and (YSZ-SiO2)n [26].
Specifically, a colossal increase in conductivity was claimed
for epitaxial YSZ-SrTiO3 superlattice structures [133]; how-
ever, whether the observed conductivity was ionic was ques-
tioned [38,134].

The enhanced ionic conductivity via increasing ionic
mobility was attributed to the effects of microstructural defects
(including misfit dislocations, incoherent interfaces and other
extended defects) and/or strain effects (for more coherent in-
terfaces); the exact mechanisms would likely to be different
for different systems; in fact, the exact mechanisms remain
controversial or unresolved in some/many cases. More com-
plete discussions of the experimental results of different ma-
terials, explanations and theories, as well as the controversies
and debates, can be found in several review articles [38e50]
and are not repeated here.

5. Interfacial complexion engineering of solid electrolytes

An emerging opportunity of interfacial engineering of solid
electrolyte is represented by investigating the previously-
recognized roles of 2-D interfacial phases (complexions) and
subsequently using them to tailor solid electrolytes by either
remediating detrimental effects or utilizing beneficial effects.

As discussed in sections 2.2 and 3.1, one ubiquitous 2-D
interfacial phase (complexion) is represented by the
impurity-based (particularly siliceous), nanoscale, equilibrium
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IGFs, which often block the conduction of oxygen vacancies.
For such cases, useful strategies can be developed to desta-
bilize these detrimental IGFs via complexion (interfacial
phase-like) transitions by developing specific annealing or
doping (scavenging) recipes. In this regard, examples of
acceptor-doped ZrO2 and CeO2 have been discussed in section
3.1 and illustrated in Fig. 4. Here, a major challenge is to
develop predictive thermodynamic models to forecast the
stability of such IGFs as a function of temperature and bulk
chemical potentials (doping concentrations) [83,90].

Although siliceous IGFs often block the conduction of
oxygen vacancies [12e15], a series of recent studies suggested
that IGFs may enhance the conduction and transport of lithium
ions and protons under certain conditions. In 2005, Li and
Garofalini [135] first suggested that such nanoscale IGFs can
act as rapid lithium ion transport pathway via molecular
dynamics simulations of V2O5. In 2007, Harley, Yu and De
Jonghe [136] reported that the formation of 1e4 nm thick
(LaP3O9-based) IGFs in LaPO4 significantly increased the
proton conductivity (Fig. 6). In 2009, Kang and Ceder reported
that the formation of a glassy, Li4P2O7-like, “fast
ion-conducting surface phase” can help to achieve ultrafast
discharging of the LiFePO4 battery cathode [35]. In 2009, a
follow-up study showed that this “fast ion-conducting surface
phase” is in fact equilibrium-thickness SAFs (Fig. 3(a)), which
are the free-surface counterparts to IGFs; furthermore,
Li4P2O7-based IGFs of similar character were also observed in
such LiFePO4 cathode materials powders (that were typically
annealed at ~600 �C so that the particles partially-sintered
with a substantial amount of GBs to achieve best

performance). Fig. 3(a) shows a HRTEM image of both an
IGF and two SAFs of similar character [56]. In 2012, a further
study suggested that these IGFs also contributed to fast lithium
ion diffusion in partially-sintered “secondary particles” in the
Kang and Ceder's material [64]. In 2013, phosphate-based
IGFs, along with SAFs of similar character, have also been
observed in partially-sintered LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4 electrodes and
presumably enhanced the ionic conduction [36]. In a separate
study, Mei et al. suggested that the formation of “siliceous
amorphous boundary layers” (that are presumably IGFs) may
enhance the Liþ ionic conductivity of LLTO [137].

Here, I hypothesize that nanoscale glass-like IGFs, with
appropriate chemistry, can serve as fast transport pathways for
Liþ and Naþ ions (although they typically block the conduc-
tion of oxygen vacancies). This is, in part, because these IGFs
exhibit unique semi-crystalline and semi-glassy atomic struc-
tures [51]; they can be viewed as nanometer-thick, glass-like
films that are confined between two crystals, which impose
partial crystalline order into the films. Recent studies sug-
gested that such partial structural order near the crystal-glass
interfaces can promote ion transport to achieve higher ionic
conductivity than both the crystal and glass phases [114,125].

It is worthy reiterating that Ma et al.'s discovery [104] of an
insulating TiO2�x-like GB complexion in LLTO (Fig. 5) sent
an important message. This TiO2�x-like GB complexion in
LLTO, unlike those nanoscale glass-like IGFs, is essentially
indistinguishable in conventional phase-contrast HRTEM. Yet,
this “invisible” complexion can significantly block the lithium
ion conduction. In fact, many types of complexions, such as
the monolayers, bilayers and trilayers shown in Fig. 3(b), are

Fig. 6. The formation of 1e4 nm thick IGFs in the LaPO4-based solid electrolytes can substantially increase the proton conductivity. Reprinted from Ref. [136]

with permission.
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nearly indistinguishable in conventional HRTEM. Thus, it is
possible that many different types of 2-D interfacial phases
(complexions) have been unrecognized in prior studies; yet
their formation and transition may have significant detrimental
or beneficial effects on ionic conduction. In general, the for-
mation and transition of 2-D interfacial phases (complexions),
which can be induced by doping, temperature, and other
stimuli (e.g., overpotential during electrochemical cycling
[106]), can substantially change the ionic conductivity via
influencing the space charges and carrier mobilities. Hence, it
is imperative to recognize their existence and important roles
in influencing ionic conduction (and many other transport and
materials properties [74,83,90]). Further studies have to be
conducted to develop quantitative models to forecast the sta-
bility of various relevant 2-D interfacial phases (complexions)
and how their formation and transition may change the ionic
conductivity via changing the space charge profile and/or
interfacial ionic mobility.

6. Conclusions

Prior studies have clearly demonstrated that interfaces can
either block or enhance ionic conduction of various solid
electrolytes. Two important fundamental interfacial phenom-
ena that can markedly affect ionic conduction are represented
by the formation of space charges and 2-D interfacial phases
(complexions). An emerging opportunity is represented by
utilizing the formation and transition of 2-D interfacial phases
to control or alleviate the blocking effects and exploring the
possibility of using different types of 2-D interfacial phases to
enhance ionic conductivity via either increasing the ionic
mobility in the partially-disordered (and yet partially-ordered)
interfacial region or tuning the space charges and associated
carrier concentration profiles.

Here, a key research challenge is to establish the funda-
mental understanding and quantitative models to forecast the
formation and transition (a.k.a. the thermodynamic stability)
of such 2-D interfacial phases (complexions) and how they
affect ionic conduction along and across the interfaces. In
addition to developing predictive interfacial thermodynamic
models, we need to modify and refine the existing space-
charge models to understand how the formation and transi-
tion of different types of 2-D interfacial phases, such as shown
in Figs. 3(b) and 5, can change the space-charge profiles
(Fig. 1), as well as develop new models to understand and
ultimately predict the ionic mobility in different types of 2-D
interfacial phases. The successful completion of these chal-
lenging thrusts will eventually enable us to control and further
design interfaces in solid electrolytes.
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